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Abstract
Virus fighting is going to become a common and convenient means for human to will be survived. More-and-more Viruses are
kept on arriving over the world, forcing human to increase the set of knowledge and using intelligent data to predict and decide
more accurately and correctly. The availability of different new viruses increase the complexity of discovery as well as the
selection process to overcome them. In this research we are sharing our results from data science to fight against the new
generation of viruses. Our data consist of human prediction by iridology, human genes, the data obtained in last few months
about the new generation of viruses. At the end we try to offer the ways which human can fight with these viruses. By decreasing
the probability of virus fusion In the body and some other useful ways.
Keywords: Remdesivir; Antivirus; Vitamin D; Virus Fusion; Olive leaf - Antioxidant - Antiviral - Antibacterial - Blood
pressure - Immune system - Liver – Obesity Our; Electro Static; leech therapy
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Introduction
When the body starts fighting with viruses, if the body is not able to win, the immune system makes a substance called
(Tumor Necrosis Factor) TNF. At the same time white blood cells produce Immunoglobin. At the first they produce IgM.
By the CSR process IgM will be changed to IgG which its duty is to go and attach to antigens such as viruses and by its
transparent destroy viruses. By producing more Immunoglobin the prothrombins convert to thrombins. More and more
thrombins make the blood clot. More blood clot makes the hearth to bit more and more hearth bit produce BNP enzyme
and more BNP makes lung problems, lung problems, make hearth bit more and more BNP, more lung problem again and
again. More hearth bit makes less oxygen and more blood sugar, more blood sugar makes the blood clot more, again more
hearth bit shown in figure 1. At the first attack of new generation of viruses (NGV) most of people died because of blood
clot. The blood clot can make death by heart attack, brain attack, lung problems, and etc. in this condition any TNF
inhibitor like Dexamethasone, which decreases the power of the immune system, helps the body to produce less thrombin
so blood clot will be decreased. The number of death due to blood clot decreases by this solution. On the other hand by
decreasing the power of immune system, we let other viruses be more active in the body. From this point, our story will
be started. Because NGV in the body makes fusion. The NGV fusion to other kind of viruses which were no danger to
human, makes it dangerous. When NGV combine with traditional viruses (TV) the new generation of viruses from
traditional kind of viruses will be appeared in the world NTV. As you know in the world the L type of corona virus exist for
long time in the world. When the S type of corona virus starts to kill human since 2019 the L type dose not kill anybody.
Later on after fusion the L type started to kill human more dangerous than the S type. Doctors said there is two types of it.
But actually human should be ready for more than 1000 types of NGVs. So, it is better we do not call them with the same
name but different in addition, the role of medicinal plants has become more prominent in the society because plants are
more available and agree with nature. They are also far from the harms of using chemical drugs, Olive is one of the herbal
remedies that has long been available in the form of treatment and in people's food basket. Consumption of olive fruit has
long been of special importance among communities, especially in the Mediterranean region. Also, the oil of this fruit has
far more benefits than animal oil. Another widely used part of this plant that has received less attention is the olive leaf.
Olive leaf, like its fruit, has many uses and benefits. From ancient times, olive leaves have been used to treat many
diseases. Olive leaf smoke has also been used to disinfect places. In fact modern laboratory studies indicate the
antibacterial, anti-inflammatory and antioxidant properties of olive leaf. Olive leaf is responsible for a wide range of
therapies. Olive leaf can fight viruses because of its properties, so it is very suitable for viral diseases. One of its types is
herpes. Olive leaves are also very useful in treating obesity, controlling blood pressure, diabetes and cancer. There are
subclasses of viruses in the world, including smallpox, chicken pox, influenza, Ebola, mumps, AIDS, SARS, viral plant
diseases, herpes simplex diseases, animal viral diseases, dengue fever, yellow fever, tuberculosis, influenza, Redness, viral
infections of the respiratory tract, viral infections of the central nervous system, types of hepatitis, genital herpes.
Kind, because any virus fusion in the body makes new kind of NTVs. In this study we are going to introduce some of ways
to predict virus fusion. Predict the human on more risk and the solutions.
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Figure 1

Related works
There is a lot of valuable works in this area. This is the time to not to compete but help each other to find the best
solutions.

Discussion
First step of fighting against New Generation of Viruses (NGV) is to decrease the blood clot, due to increase of
immunoglobin produced by white blood cells which force the prothrombins (prothrombin is electro-negative in blood
and directly proportional to blood clot) convert to thrombins (as thrombins increase, blood clot increase). This problem
can be solved by reduction of power of the immune system (for example using Dexamethasone), such that less
immunoglobin produce in the body. Less immunoglobin, less IgM, less IgG, less conversion of prothrombin to thrombin,
less thrombin, less blood clot. Less blood clot will help the number of 22
Death become less. Second step starts when human’s power of the immune system decreases, at this point other viruses
can easily activate in the body because of shortage of fight against them. Now we have NGV and traditional viruses at the
same place. By fusion between this two we can see newborn of traditional viruses, but very dangerous than previous ones
NTV. As an example, L type of corona virus. What can we do to stop fusion of viruses in our bodies? The speed of fusion
can be increased by electrostatic. We can decrease the electrostatic in our body by discharging it. As a matter of fact if
even one person do not take care of himself/herself he/ she will help to generate new kinds of dangerous viruses in their
body and transfer it to other people. These NTVs try to change our DNA. By decreasing the toxins in the body, we can
prevent them for doing their duties. Mercury, lead, arsenic, heated plastic, Teflon, flu vaccine (because of having mercury)
tooth paste any not organic man-made has Toxin. Toxins location is fat cells, so fatness also is dangerous. The blood type
O has two kind of antibodies which make the immune system more powerful plus that the factor of Alfa2M makes the
blood type O not to be clot easily. The blood type O is the first blood type of human beginning. Later on the human’s blood
type of A, B, AB consequently appeared in the world. As you know the blood type AB does not have any antibody plus that
their blood going to be clot (same as blood type B) faster than other blood types. So as time passes the human’s living kind
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changed to unnatural their blood changed to worse. As the newer blood types appear the human immune system power
decreases and their blood become faster clot, it means they catch more diseases, they are angrier, they are dyeing more
from heart attack, and etc. because of their blood type become clot faster. This shows us living in nature and eating
natural foods and etc. is better not only by this reason but also because living naturally makes less Toxins. Other useful
factors are discharging the body from electrostatic such that prevent the fusion inside our body. Since the earth is under
magnetic attack now a days discharging the body 7 times or more per day is required. Even if one person do not take care
of himself/ herself by living naturally eating natural foods discharging and etc. make his/her body good target to make
the NTV inside it and transfer it to others and kill others without knowing what he/she dose. We are at the very early of
long war against NTVs. Blood clot is directly proportional to the following factors: vitamin K because of
hypoprothrombinemia which act same as prothrombin in the body, fibrinogen, platelet, factor 8, factor 7, factor 2, not
digested calcium, lipids, electro-negative, protein diet, tropin C, tropin T, tropin I. Blood clot is indirectly proportional to
factors such as vitamin. In addition
E (because of anti-heparinic, antioxidant), chymotrypsin, and vitamin D (because of digesting the undigested calcium),
manganese (because of digesting the undigested calcium), electro-positive, alfa2M (exist in the blood type O), vegetable
diet, sun shine (because of digesting the undigested calcium). The ways we can prohibit blood clot are: drinking more
water, taking more kiwi, garlic, olive oil, nuts (more vitamin E), honey, green vegetables, carrot and fruits. Not to take
beef, scraped, brain, caviar, full fat cheese, chicken, kidney, liver, lungs, tongue, bone marrow, butter, chicken fat, goose fat,
peanut butter, brazil nuts, dry beans, green beans, dry peas, green peas [1-6]. Reference to “ To be or Not to be after Virus
Attack, Acta Scientific COMPUTER SCIENCES, Volume 2 Issue 9 September 2020”
In addition Human have been fighting viruses for thousands of years. The new virus is no exception to this rule. In
recent decades, several viruses have been transmitted from animals to humans and have claimed thousands of lives,
including the Ebola virus, which originated in 2-5 in West Africa. An outbreak has killed 9.8% of infected people, making
the virus the deadliest member of the Ebola family. There are other viruses as much or even more deadly, including the
coronavirus, which currently infects and kills a number but still has a lower rate than other dangerous viruses. But due to
the lack of confrontation, it is still a serious threat. Olive is a tree that is found in most climates and is easily accessible to
the general public. It is very easy, convenient and cheap. Also, according to the uses of olive leaves that we have
mentioned and its inclusion and generality of its properties and its uses, simplicity, convenience, cheapness and
availability, the use of olive leaves is more justified. One of the big problems with chemical drugs is their side effects, and
that chemical drugs often have no healing power and are only used to control the disease. The use of olive leaves also
prevents the waste of financial resources of governments and individuals and by creating a high level of health in
communities. Olive leaf is a very strong antibacterial and antiviral. It strengthens the immune system. It warms the brain.
Prevents infections. Eliminates toxins (or soda) It eliminates infections and It is an antioxidant. Olive leaves are even
more effective than olive oil. Olive leaf smoke can be used to disinfect and clean indoor environments. "Anti-cancer effect
of olive leaf extract" In studies on the lives of people in the Mediterranean, scientists have found a longer life expectancy
and a lower incidence of cardiovascular disease and cancer in the people of this region. The polyphenols in olive oil play
an important protective role in the body's health and fight against cancer. But here it is necessary to say that the amount
of polyphenols in olive oil is very low. In contrast, the amount of polyphenols in olive leaf extract contains a high amount
and variety of polyphenols. There are also many structural differences between olive oil versus olive leaves. The
polyphenols in olive leaves play an important role in the fight against cancer and inflammatory diseases, and protect DNA
damage caused by free radicals, thus preventing negative genetic changes and breaking the chain of many genetic
diseases. In this case, the use of olive leaf extract has an effect on treatment and prevention methods. The European Food
Safety Authority has emphasized that olive leaf polyphenols help protect blood lipids from oxidative stress. Due to the
cultivation of olives in areas with more sun, olive trees synthesize high amounts of polyphenols stored in their thick
leaves. The concentration and variety of polyphenols will be affected by many factors such as geographical location, tree
cultivar and Tree age. Polyphenols include different phenolic groups, each of which consists of an aromatic ring with a
number of hydroxyl groups. Polyphenols are often transported conjugated with one or more hydroxyl sugars. The main
phenolic compounds are iodide sequoids and flavonoids that have been shown to be effective in inflammatory and
metabolic biomarkers in humans and animals. Also, the effects of olive leaf include its effect on type 2 diabetes, high blood
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pressure, obesity, boosting the immune system and being rich in antioxidants. Remdesivir (GS-5734) is a drug that is
prescribed for patients with new virus and has good results. Formula; GS-5734. After entering the cell, the drug converts
to GS-704277 and then GS-704277 converts to nucleoside monophosphate and then to nucleoside triphosphate. It works
inside the cell as the inhibitors of RdRp and prevents the proliferation of new virus inside the cell. Instead, olive leaves
can be used because this substance is known in olive leaves as antiviral. Olive leaf has other effective substances such as
vitamin D. What xanthine oxidizes causes oxidation of hypoxanthine to xanthine, xanthine is converted to uric acid, and
uric acid is converted to superoxide radicals and hydrogen peroxide (during oxidation) and it causes many diseases,
including cancer. But olive leaf has anti carcinogenic properties that purify the metabolic enzyme and its effect on the
body. As you know, to treat the President of the United States, to use vitamin D and Remdesivir drug, which is the
nucleoside of phosphide. In fact, these two substances are effective in healing them naturally in olive leaves. Olive leaves
contain Oleuropein, Liks trosayd, Oleuropein agrikon, Course setting, Isorhamnetin and etc. These substances are
effective as anti-carcinogenic as well as anti-oxidant, anti-microbial and anti-inflammatory. Another substance found in
olive leaves that is high in hydroxytyrosol, which helps prevent breast cancer. Olive leaves have been used as a remedies
for many years. [14] As explained above, the main factor preventing the virus from replicating in the body is the more
nucleoside phosphide and the combination of D-c, which can be used both chemically and in the immediate and natural
form of olive leaf cigarette smoke. Vitamin D not only eliminates unabsorbed calcium in the body, but also prevents viral
diseases such as colds, flu, allergies, bronchitis, etc. This is because the presence of vitamin D in the lungs kills viruses and
germs that enter the body through respiration. Research has shown that the lungs prevent viruses and germs from
entering the body by producing vitamin D . Therefore, vitamin D boosts the body's immune system. [13]. At this point we
are going to give a newer results of our researches. At the point of blood clot at the beginning of the virus fighting in the
body we can use Olive Leaf Extractor to stop blood clotting. To prevent the virus to settle down in the lung we can use
Olive Leaf Cigarettes, to power the lung to kick the virus out of the lung. In the case the virus enter the body the Olive Leaf
Extractor prevent the viruses to create more viruses in the cells by the existence of nucleoside triphosphate and vitamin D
in the Olive Leaf Extractor.
Conclusion
In this research, the main aim is to develop a new method to predict NTVs to be created and try to stop blood clot not
by decreasing immune system and to develop a new method to overcome new virus attack very cheap available
everywhere and more healthy, just by nutrition. To prevent viruses enter the lung at the beginning we use the cigarettes
of Olive Leaf then later on if the viruses enter the body due to body defenses against the viruses by antibodies and the
blood clot take place we use leech therapy to increase the body immune system and decrease the blood clot at the same
time we use Olive Leaf tea to increase body immune system more than before, decrease the blood clot, prevent the fusion
of viruses in the cells and do not let the viruses transfer among the cells.
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